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DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
Dear Friends,
The 2019-2020 school year proved to display a number of ups and downs, which required a lot of
patience, creativity, and ingenuity. Our graduating class needed to withstand the
disappointment of missing out on prom and our traditional graduation ceremony. As a staff, we
decided to make their graduation memorable by visiting each of their homes to deliver caps,
gowns, diplomas, and other gifts to help them celebrate their success. With the abrupt stop to
our school year, many of our students felt “cheated” out of the opportunity to get closer by
wishing one another well before beginning summer vacation.
COVID-19 challenged us to find ways to keep students engaged in their education, requiring us
to deliver homework and food to many of our families. The strength in our community allowed us
to provide complete meals to many of our families who would have gone without basic food
items. It was nice to be able to see our students through windows and doorways while keeping
ourselves socially distant. This afforded us the opportunity to do wellness checks to make sure our
students were safe during the shutdown of our state.
The year presented a number of positive moments, such as remote conversations with teachers
and intervention specialists. Students were able to at least see their faces and hear their voices
while being safely tucked in their homes. Relationships were able to be maintained, and
teachers rose to the occasion by helping to support teacher teams and our students. This
temporary test has shown that our teachers have been willing to do whatever it takes to take
care of our students and one another.
Yours in Education,
Lisa Cook
Principal
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SCHOOL DATA
IRN #: 000300
AGE LEVELS SERVED: 13-22
HOURS OF INSTRUCTION: 8:35AM – 3:05PM
SCHOOL TYPE: Community School
STUDENT POPULATION: 80
ATTENDANCE RATE: 93.3%
STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS: All of our students are considered “at-risk” of academic failure, due to
the condition ADHD and /or Asperger’s Disorder, which describes our target population.
SPECIFIC DEMOGRAPHIC INFO:
Caucasian

58%

African American

22%

Mixed/Other

20%

Economically
Disadvantaged

98%

SCHOOL MISSION STATEMENT: Summit Academy Schools build hope, success, and well-being
through education and advocacy for Children with Special Needs.
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HIGHLIGHTS
The 2019-2020 school year proved to display a number of ups and downs, which required a lot of
patience, creativity, and ingenuity.
Before the pandemic led to the closing of our
school and others across the nation, our students
participated in several engaging, hands-on
learning activities. School year highlights ranged
from the opportunity for our Biology 2 students to
study evolution courtesy of a Jack Horner
chicken to lessons in giving and compassion by
way of a field trip to The Valentine House. There,
we helped the nonprofit organization in its efforts
to support ill children by creating greetings of
kindness. Also, our school family celebrated
National School Choice Week in grand style with
such activities as enjoying breakfast in pajamas
to dressing up as superheroes to students crafting
notes about why they love attending Summit
Academy. Below are more pictures of all these
events.
The COVID-19 pandemic then challenged us to find ways to keep students engaged in their
education, while delivering homework and food to many of our families. The strength in our
community allowed us to provide complete meals to many of our families who would have
gone without basic food items. It was nice to be able to see our students through windows and
doorways while keeping ourselves socially distant. This afforded us the opportunity to do wellness
checks to make sure our students were safe during the shutdown of our state.
Our graduating class needed to withstand the disappointment of missing out on prom and our
traditional graduation ceremony. As a staff, we decided to make their graduation memorable
by visiting each of their homes to deliver caps, gowns, diplomas, and other gifts to help them
celebrate their success. With the abrupt stop to our school year, many of our students felt
“cheated” out of the opportunity to get closer by wishing one another well before beginning
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summer vacation. Sadly, one of the seniors experienced a massive
seizure. We continue to keep her and her family in our prayers and
ask that you please extend the same to them.
Along with its many challenges, the school year presented several
positive moments, such as remote conversations with teachers and
intervention specialists. Students were able to see their faces and
hear their voices while being safely tucked in their homes.
Relationships were able to be maintained, and teachers rose to the
occasion by helping to support teacher teams and our students. This
temporary test has shown that our teachers have been willing to do whatever it takes to take
care of our students and one another.
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SPONSOR STATEMENT REGARDING COMPLIANCE
The Educational Service Center of Lake Erie West (ESCLEW) served as sponsor for Summit
Academy Secondary School – Canton during the 2019-2020 school year. ESCLEW monitored the
school’s academic and fiscal performance, as well as organization and operation of the school,
and determined that the school was overall compliant.
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ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE
Every September, the Department of Education releases the “Local Report Card” for each
school and district in Ohio. The Local Report Card measures how well students performed as
measured by the state’s performance standards. In addition, the School is also evaluated on
school specific goals that are contained in the School’s contract with its Sponsor.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, spring state testing was not performed for the 2019-2020 school
year. This means the majority of the Local Report Card data for the school is not reported. This is
also the case for the academic part of the contractual goals with the sponsor not being
reportable.
Summit Academy schools’ population is approximately 80% students with disabilities. There is a
very wide distribution of skills within this identified subgroup. Two points to keep in mind as one
analyzes this data is the small size of each of our groups of students being tested and the
skewing effect of students in any group that are exceptionally high or low functioning.
Local Report Card Performance (State Standards)
The School’s performance reflected on the Local Report Card (State Standards) includes the
following components: Overall School Grade; Achievement; Progress; Gap Closing; Graduation
Rate; Improving At-Risk K-3 Readers; and, Prepared for Success. An analysis of the school
performance for each component follows.
Overall School Grade
Overall School Grade

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

F

F

NR

The State began reporting an overall school grade beginning with the 2017-2018 school year.
Achievement
The Achievement component represents the number of students who passed the state’s
proficiency tests and how the students performed on the tests. The Achievement Component is
comprised of two measures; Performance Index and Indicators Met. The Performance Index
measures the test results of every student. The Indictors Met measures the percent of students
who have passed state tests. Tests are reported for each student if a grade in subject. The state
standard is for a school to achieve an 80% passage rate.
Achievement

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

Component Grade

F

F

NR

Performance Index (Pts)

54.4, F

51.8, F

NR

Indicators Met (%)

22.2%, F

0%

NR
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Progress
The Progress component looks closely at the growth that all students are making based on their
past performances and end-of-course exams. A rating of “C” indicates that students generally
achieved a full-year of growth during the prior school year. Ratings of A or B indicate students
achieved more than a full-year of growth and ratings of D or F indicate students did not achieve
a full-year of growth during the prior school year.
Progress

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

Component Grade

D

D

NR

Value Added - Overall

F

F

NR

VA - Gifted
VA - Lowest 20% in
Achievement
Students with Disabilities

NR

NR

NR

D

D

NR

F

D

NR

Gap Closing
The Gap Closing component shows how well school are meeting performance expectations for
the most vulnerable populations of students in English language arts, math and graduation.
Gap Closing

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

F

F

NR

56

48.8

NR

Component Grade
Annual Measurable Objectives (%)
Graduation

The Graduation Rate component looks at the percent of students who are successfully finishing
high school with a diploma in 4 or 5 years.
Graduation Rate
Component Grade
4-year Rate
5-Year Rate

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

F

F

NR

52
60

60.9
75

81
65.2

The 2019-2020 4-year graduation rate saw an increase while the 5-year graduation rate
decreased slightly over the prior year’s rates.
Improving K-3 At-Risk Readers
This component is not measured in this school as there are no students in the affected grade
band.
Prepared for Success
The Prepared for Success component looks at how well prepared Ohio’s students are for all
future opportunities by looking at the number of students earning remediation free scores on all
or part of the ACT or SAT, earned an honors diploma, and/or earned industry credentials.
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Prepared for Success

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

F

F

NR

Component Grade
Contractual Performance Goals

The following chart shows how the School performed according to the goals stated in the
School’s contract with its sponsor.
Performance
Area

Measure

2019-2020 Goal

Results

A.1 – Chronic
Absenteeism

Chronic
Absenteeism rate

19.5%

14.6%

A.2 Performance
Index

Performance
index points

50 out of 120

NR

1 indicator met OR
2% growth in ELA

NR

Single Year Index
SWD -1.60

NR

A.3 – Indicators
Met

A.4 - Progress

A.5 – Gap
Closing
A.6 Graduation
Rate

A.7 – Improving
at-risk K-3
Readers

A.8 - Prepared
for Success

Total number of
proficiency level
indicators met
and 1 targeted
grade or content
area
Overall letter
grade, overall
percentage,
growth
percentage for 1
measure
Component
Score, 1 Targeted
Area
Overall
component
grade, Overall
component
percentage
Component
Grade,
Percentage of
students moving
from not on-track
to on-track.
Component
grade and
percentage of
students
participating
across all six
measured areas.

Overall: 49%

NR

4 yr.- 54% OR
5 yr.- 65%

NR

NA

NR

.025

NR
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A.9 – Other
Academic
Measure

Renaissance Star
assessment data

A.10 – Other
Academic
MeasureSpecific
Subgroup

Renaissance Star
assessment
specific subgroup
data

A.11 –
Comparative
Goal

2 Similar schools
comparable LRC
data

NA.1 - Mission
Specific Goal

Mission specific
performance
measures and
targets

NA. 2 - Parent
Satisfaction

Feedback from
parents/caregivers

Renaissance STAR
assessments Median
scores for Math and ELA
40%
Renaissance STAR
assessments Median
scores for Math and ELA
40% for Economically
Disadvantaged
Summit Academy
Secondary- Canton will
perform higher or equal
to Canton Harbor in
Graduation rate.
Summit Academy
Secondary- Canton will
perform higher than or
equal to Stark High
School in Performance
Index.
75% of students will be
engaged in student
learning activities as
evidenced by walkthrough and IMM data
92% favorable responses
At least 1 board member
will attend graduation or
school sponsored event

NA.3 Governing
Board
Performance

The ability of the
members and/or
combined entity in
increasing the
efficiency and/or
effectiveness of
the board.

At least one board
member will contribute to
the school website or
school newsletter at some
point during the school
year
At least one board
member will participate
in at least one additional
school event OR record a
one call greeting for
students/families

NR

NR

NR
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NA.4 Organizational/
Operational

NA.5 –
Financial
Performance

NA.6 - Financial
Sustainability
NA.7 – Student
Discipline

On-Time and
Accuracy
Percentages of
compliance
Audits, debt
reduction, or the
submission of
accurate and ontime financials into
Epicenter
Student Enrollment
and Unrestricted
Cash Reserve
Balance
Decreasing the
number of out-ofschool suspensions

Overall Performance
Not rated for the 2019-2020 school year.

ON-TIME % -95%
ACCURACY % - 100%

Clean yearly audit

ON-TIME % ACCURACY % -

Audit is currently in progress

85
K-3
4-7
8-12

10

K-3
4-7
8-12
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SUMMIT ACADEMY SECONDARY SCHOOL - CANTON
STARK COUNTY, OHIO
Selected Financial Information
For the Fiscal Years Ended June 30, 2020 and 2019
(Unaudited)*
2020
Operating Revenues:
State Foundation
State and Federal Grants
Medicaid Revenue
Private Donations
Classroom Materials and Supplies
Food Service
Other Revenue
Interest on Investment
Total Operating Revenues

$

Operating Expenses:
Management Fee Expense
Staffing Expenses
Other Expenses
Total Operating Expenses
Net Profit (Loss)
Net Assets:
Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Total Net Assets

1,035,924
284,957
9,029
961
28,814
19,319
0
1,379,004

2019
$

1,427,762
0
1,427,762
$

(48,758)

1,798,925
0
70
1,798,995
$

821,359
2,301,109
$ (1,479,750)

1,499,655
289,177
104,417
1,310
5,792
0
1,900,351

101,356

821,359
2,301,109
$

(1,479,750)

* The Ohio Auditor of State audited the financial statements of the school as of, and for the year ended, June 30, 2019.
The Auditor's report dated February 5, 2020 indicated that the financial statements were fairly presented in conformity
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. The report is available at the Auditor's
website or through Summit Academy Management. The audit as of, and for the year ended, June 30, 2020 is in process.
Due to the implementation of GASB 68, the school shows a negative Net Asset amount for fiscal year end. As of the date
of the annual report, the GAAP financial statements have not been prepared, therefore, total assets and liabilities
remain the same as the prior year.

